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Abstract—Software testing is used to improve software quality by finding fault in the software. To verify the software behavior, testers require test oracle, which is a reliable source of expected software behavior and provides outputs for any input specified in the software specifications and a comparator to verify actual results generated by the software. While test automation requires automated oracle support, oracle automation is considered as a challenging task. These challenges include the automation required in expected output generation and results verification. This paper presents the overview of test oracle and the methods available for the same.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To improve software quality and reliability, software testing has been used as a process of finding errors and failures in software products. Because of the cost of software testing process in terms of time, financial resources, complete testing is practically impossible. Test Automation is one of the main approaches that have been applied to decrease the testing costs. While test automation requires automated test execution and results verification, which is called Automated Test Oracle, oracle automation is considered to support test automation framework. A test oracle is a reliable source of expected outputs. It has been applied to verify test case results that executed on Software Under Test (SUT). A Complete Test Oracle is the one that provide correct outputs for any input specified in software specifications. Since the available manual oracles are costly and unreliable, automated and complete test oracles will be required to ensure the testing quality while reducing the testing costs. This paper explains the process of using an automated test oracle and some methods for automated testing.

II. TEST ORACLE PROCESS

In testing literature, software’s generated outputs that need to be evaluated are called actual outputs, and the correct outputs that are used to evaluate actual outputs are called expected outputs [9]. Therefore, An oracle is a complete and reliable source of expected outputs and a tool to find faults. Simply this tool makes a comparison between actual and expected outputs. The process of finding correct and reliable expected outputs is called oracle problem[1]. According to [2], oracle information and oracle procedure are building blocks of a test oracle. The former is a source of expected outputs and the last is the comparator. Any modification in oracle information and using different comparator may obtain in different oracles. Possible test oracle process activities are:

1) Expected outputs generation.
2) Saving the generated outputs.

Figure 1. Test Oracle Process
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3) Execute the test cases
4) Compare expected and actual outputs
5) Decide if there is a fault or not

Figure 1 depicts the oracle process and its activities. Note that test case execution is not part of test oracle, but it is part of the oracle process.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE VERIFICATION PROCESS

The Verification concept suggests separating the verification action from the actual test cases by forming a separate verification item. It contains data items and a verification engine, as well as means to present the results (Fig. 2).

Verification item definition: A verification item is an external investigator entity that anticipates, observes, controls, signals and documents selective states and occurrences represented by data items during and at the end of the TC execution [3,19]. They can be used to determine the exact location and time of the occurrence of a fault. When applied to the TC final output, the verification process is a logical representation of the test oracle.

Verification item values: A verification item is composed of input data items, arithmetic and logical operators to be executed on the input data to determine its correctness, and a result distribution method, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Verification Item Requirements: In light of the growing complexity of modern applications and the data units involved, Verification items should be able to access all types of data and storage. For example, data can be represented by simultaneously using relational databases, XML, encrypted, compressed and coded files, as well as dynamic data locations [3].

Verification items are stored, maintained, managed, controlled and operated as external entities separated from the actual TC data, preferably as API calls. A Verification item should interface at least one reporting system, to facilitate the result distribution mechanism. It should additionally be additionally be fast and efficient as verification actions may frequently be required during the TC execution thus should not hinder the execution performance. Finally, a Verification item should be able to handle complex logic structures, since the actual verification may be the result of relatively complex logic and multiple accesses to the data items, including performing complex calculations. Being an independent identity, a Verification can be reused to determine the correctness of occurrences in various TC’s. Figure below explains the cross interaction of test cases possibly providing common verification. It in fact makes sense that TCs with similar functionality will share common verification.

Verification data as external entities to the actual test cases: Having BVA external to a specific TC will enable storage of verification items using any structures or architecture. This concept resembles the Dynamic Fault Trees (DFT) structure [4], yet here the hierarchy represents metadata structure reflecting the actual attributes at each level may differ accordingly to their use, so the upper level will hold attributes such as environment annotation, data storage naming and accessibility path etc. A lower level may for example, specify...
items place holders, or symbols for logical operators to be applied during the Verification process. The separation of the verification mechanism from the SUT may also encourage reuse of the action in a semi manual pattern. Thus a manual tester would be able to use the verification action to perform a sophisticated verification that could otherwise have been hardly achieved, such as access an encryption and zipped data and validate its content without investing excessive efforts in learning the data structure. A practical example can be a verification tree for checking the validity of a personal address as represented in a customer Relationship Management (CRM), Billing or Management systems.

**Verification Process and Test Oracle**
The Verification process can then be applied on the TC output and results. This action is required because determining the correct outputs of tested application presents a real challenge for many reasons, for example because it can be simultaneously represented in various data forms. Thus the TC outcome is in fact the result of the operation of a vector of verification items on the application output, forming the logical representation of this test oracle. The Verification mechanism, however, applies to specific cases where the test oracle can be represented by the Verification engine, for example, true oracles[4]. We thus acknowledge that not all test oracles can be operated by this method, yet trust that a substantial amount of oracles can.

IV. TEST ORACLE AND EXPECTED OUTPUT GENERATION AUTOMATIC METHODS

Automatic test oracle can apply to overcome the oracle challenges and provide a complete test oracle. The process of using an automated oracle in software testing is shown in Figure 2 [5]. Automated oracle requires a simulated model of SUT. In order to provide a reliable oracle, it is suggested that the simulated model behave like the software under test and automatically generate correct expected outputs for every possible inputs specified in the software documentations. There are a few researches [8] on automated oracle. The following subsections explain them in detail.

A: N-Version Diverse Systems and M-Model Program Testing
It can be implemented using various automation tools.

Automated Oracle Activities-
- Expected output generation
- Saving the generated outputs
- Searching for generated outputs
- Comparison

Limitations-
- Requires various implementations of system functionalities
- High cost
- Could not test flow of events
- Still not reliable

B: Decision Table
It is implemented using a table [6].

Automated Oracle Activities-
- Saving the generated outputs
- Searching for generated outputs (if database uses to save the inputs and outputs)

Limitations-
- Manual output generation
- No automated comparator
- Only provides an structured approach for saving and indexing the I/O pairs

C: IFN Regression Tester
This method is implemented using IFN.

Automated Oracle Activities-
- Expected output generation
- Saving the generated outputs
- Searching for generated outputs
- Comparison

Limitations-
- Only applicable in regression testing
● Requires a reliable legacy system
● Requires additional knowledge for IFN modeling
● Could not test flow of events

D: AI Planner Test Oracle
The automation tool used here is AI planning.
Automated Oracle Activities-
● Expected output generation
● Saving the generated outputs
● Searching for generated outputs
● Comparison
Limitations
● Based on GUI state comparison
● Only applicable in GUI testing
● Requires formal model of the GUI to be tested
● Requires reliable documentations to provide trusted formal model
● High cost

E : ANN Based Test Oracle
This method is implemented using ANN [5].
Automated Oracle Activities-
● Expected output generation(only in regression testing)
● Saving the generated outputs
● Searching for expected outputs
● Comparison
Limitations
● Manual expected output generation (will be automated in regression testing)
● Requires additional knowledge
● Reliable in only data-centric applications
● Could not test flow of events
● Still not reliable in non-deterministic applications

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, the concept of verification process is discussed, which is an external observer to the outcomes and results, intermediate and final occurring during a TC execution. Thus it does not interfere in the working of SUT as it is developed, stored and maintained externally. It can also be reused. Then we propose a few methods for the automation of test oracle along with their advantages, disadvantages and limitations.

There are several benefits of applying this verification mechanism. First, the hierarchical metadata trees can be reused on different test cases. Second, these structures can be used as external data repositories to the real world. Third, the same verification mechanism can be used for additional activities. Fourth, the maintainability of the TCs increases as updating of as specific field only requires change in the specific rule.

The disadvantages of this system include the tedious effort required for verification process development and trees population. The thorough familiarity with the applications' business rules and data structures required. It also calls for an intensive involvement of software architects and developers during the creation of the tree. Also, in this paper we can conclude that all of the proposed automated oracles have limitations. It seems that there is still no unique approach to completely automate all oracle activities in any environment. Therefore it is recommended that further research be undertaken to develop a comprehensive automated test oracle which applicable in any type of software testing while automate all oracle activities.
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